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Narrative Alec MacKaye

HARD ART
DC 1979
The photos in Hard Art are electrifying and timeless. I realized
Lucian’s work was truly transcendent when I showed the photos
to a coworker who has no interest whatsoever in punk rock and
the guy was absolutely mesmerized. Regardless of the subject
matter, photography of this caliber cuts through all lines of culture
and class. I couldn’t be more proud to have my company’s logo
on the back of this book, and I know without a doubt that the
audience for the book stretches across the planet.
—Johnny Temple, Publisher and Editor-in-Chief, Akashic Books—

Exhibition opening at Civilian Art Projects in Washington, DC

HARD ART DC 1979, a touring exhibition and book, brings alive the
birth of the Washington, DC punk scene and its lasting impact on music
and culture worldwide. Featuring photographs by two-time Pulitzer Prize
winner Lucian Perkins, Hard Art DC 1979 offers a singular, close-up view
of a thriving, underground scene in obscure art co-ops and performance
spaces of the nation’s capital in stark contrast to the concurrent stirrings
of the Reagan presidency. His photographs reveal the energy and passion
of a small rebellious movement inspired by then unknown bands such
as the Bad Brains and the Teen Idles. From these musicians a music
and do-it-yourself (DIY) philosophy evolved that went on to influence
future bands and global audiences giving HARD ART DC 1979 a broad,
intergenerational appeal. Show fliers from legendary, long-closed venues
and other ephemera documenting the scene contextualize Perkins’
arresting silver-gelatin and other large-scale black and white photographs.
The DIY sensibility, so pervasive in popular culture today, is widely
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recognized as being born out of the punk and underground music scenes
that started in places similar to the ones documented in HARD ART.
The book and exhibition present narrative writing from Alec MacKaye,
an influential singer and musician cum writer whose front man energy in
bands such as the Untouchables, Ignition, Faith and The Warmers inspired
artists and bands such as Kurt Cobain, Sonic Youth and Pearl Jam. An
essay by former Black Flag singer Henry Rollins about The Teen Idles, a
band featuring Alec’s brother Ian MacKaye (Minor Threat, Fugazi, Dischord
Records and The Evens), describes the power of these early shows and
the dedication of young people to their craft and their desire to make
something happen despite the obstacles. HARD ART DC 1979 (Akashic
Books) was published in June 2013. The exhibition is touring the U.S.,
Europe and Asia.

(Top) HR stands next to Lucian Perkins’ 1979 portrait of him. (Above) Center for Documentary Studies, Duke University
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BACKGROUND
Six years in the making, HARD ART is not a nostalgic review of the past
but a present conversation, relative to the continuation of a way of
thinking and doing that has resonated for over thirty years with people
around the world. At the root of the DC punk scene was a nascent
self-empowerment movement driven by people with ambition but not
necessarily the expertise or inclination to chart their own futures.
Lucian Perkins, at the time a 26-year-old intern at the Washington Post,
photographed several shows over a pivotal five-month period. Alec
MacKaye, then 14, attended most of the shows and appears in Perkins’
photographs. Years later, in 1995, Lely Constantinople, a photographer
and photo editor was hired by Perkins to manage his extensive
photographic collection spanning a twenty-five year career with the Post.
While looking through negatives in his basement, she found the punk
images and recognized MacKaye, her then boyfriend (now husband), who
emphatically explained the importance of those early images.

Civilian Art Projects
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Although these photographs document “the time before the time” that
punk found firm footing across the United States, the images also capture
the cathartic, infectious energy present in any group of people who seek
to change their communities through music and art.
The exhibition is organized and edited by photographer and photo editor
Lely Constantinople and Jayme McLellan, director of Civilian Art Projects,
a popular DIY gallery in Washington, DC.

“They almost seem to break the fourth wall
between image and observer, just as hardcore crashed the barrier between musician
and listener.”
—Mark Jenkins, the Washington Post—
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PHYSICAL AND CONCEPTUAL
DESCRIPTION OF EXHIBITION
HARD ART consists of photographs, wall text and large format removable
adhesive photographs of show fliers.
Image sizes (unframed):
1 - 16 x 120” gelatin silver print
1 - 44 x 44” print
23 - 16 x 20” gelatin silver prints
11 - 40 x 30” archival digital prints
4 fliers varying sizes from 20x30” to 20x40”
HARD ART poster ($30–40)
HARD ART DC 1979 book ($25–30)
Other Factors/Costs to consider in addition to the book:
packing and crating
transportation and insurance
brochure, pamphlet, pre-made zines and/or announcement cards
signage (panels and wall labels)
host institutions’ local costs

VIDEO ON HARD ART DC 1979
PRESS
The Washington Post
The New York Times
The Huffington Post
Washington City Paper
NPR’s Kojo Nnamdi show
Mother Jones

FOR MORE INFO: HARDARTDC.COM
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BIOGRAPHIES
LUCIAN PERKINS, a two-time Pulitzer
Prize winner, worked as a staff
photographer for The Washington Post
for twenty-seven years, until 2007. While
at the Post, Perkins covered many of

Lucian Perkins, 1979 Hard Art Gallery

the major events of the time, including
Russia since 1988, the wars in the former Yugoslavia, the first Palestinian
uprising on the West Bank, and the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. He
has also chronicled local and national events throughout the United
States. Currently, Perkins is an independent photographer and filmmaker
concentrating on multimedia projects and documentaries while continuing
to pursue his love for the still image. He is also the co-founder of “Facing
Change: Documenting America,” a collective of ten photographers
documenting issues facing the United States.
ALEC MacKAYE is a singer and musician best known for his bands The
Untouchables, Faith, Ignition, and The Warmers. In more recent years,
MacKaye has focused on writing.
LELY CONSTANTINOPLE is a photographer and freelance photoarchivist/editor. In recent years she has worked as the director of several
Alec MacKaye, 1979 Hard Art Gallery

photographic archives. She has edited several books, including SHOTS:
An American Photographer’s Journal 1967-72 by David Fenton, and
curated various photography exhibitions nationally and internationally.
JAYME McLELLAN is the founding director of Civilian Art Projects and
cofounder of Transformer, two Washington, DC art spaces that support
artists. McLellan has worked in the arts since the mid-’90s, curating
exhibitions and organizing events in galleries and alternative spaces in DC,
New Orleans, Minneapolis, New York City, and Miami, along with museums
in Canada and Europe.
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Gallery talk with artists at Civilian Art Projects

EXHIBITIONS TO DATE
Civilian Art Projects
Washington, DC
November 5 - December 31, 2011
Good Children Gallery
New Orleans, LA
January 14 - February 5, 2012
Center for Documentary Studies, Duke University,
Durham, NC
June 2 - October 11, 2014
Agnès b Gallery
Paris, France
December 11 - December 31, 2015
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Henry Rollins speaks during book signing event at Politics and Prose in Washington, DC

CLICK HERE TO SEE HARD ART DC EVENTS

Exhibition opening at Agnès b gallery in Paris (above and bottom). DC’s Olivia Neutron John (above, right)
performs at Magnétique Nord Festival, one of the sponsors of Hard Art’s Paris exhibition.

